
    AERO 2023 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN TOUR (AT2305A) 

                                                                  April 15-23rd 

 
Similar to our 2022 tour which proved extremely popular our 2023 itinerary is based 
along the same lines and giving plenty of time at the show as requested 
 
Sat 15th    We depart in the evening to catch our overnight sailing from Dover to 
Calais 
 
Sun 16th    After arrival we proceed to LIEGE and KOLN before driving 
to FRANKFURT and our usual hotel at the airport 
 
Mon 17th    Today we leave mid-morning for our next two nights hotel 
at MUNICH Airport. We will include a visit to STUTTGART with hopefully a ramp tour 
as in previous years. 
 
Tue 18th    We have a ramp tour today of MUNICH after which you can stay for the 
day or make the optional visit to LANDSHUT with 100+ aircraft and airfields in the 
area inc FURSTENFELDBRUCK, JESENWANG and 
OBERPFAFFENHOFEN before returning to our hotel after time on the bank 
 
Wed 19th   We depart Munich after breakfast and head to LINDAU where we will be 
staying for 3 Nights routing via AUGSBURG and SALZBURG in Austria with ramp 
tours if possible. 
 
Thu 20th     Lindau is just 15 mins away from FRIEDRICHSHAFEN and today we 
have the full day at the show with a short visit to nearby MARKDORF which attracts 
well over 100 visitors. In the evening we pay a visit to nearby WILDBERG which has 
a number of visiting aircraft. We have arranged an evening meal [optional] This year 
they provided superb meals at reasonable prices  
 
Fri 21st      Today is a repeat again with a short visit at noon to MARKDORF and 
return [You can stay put for the day?] 
 
Sat 22nd    We depart after breakfast and head for our night again 
at FRANKFURT Airport. We go via the HERMESKEIL Museum with over 100 
aircraft inc Airliners, SAARBRUCKEN and WORMS 
 
Sun 23rd    Departing after breakfast for our return with stops 
at CHARLEROI and BRUSSELS We catch our evening ferry back to Dover and 
return home . 
 

                            Its possible to fly out and back on this tour by arrangement 
                                      Additional airfields will be included subject to time. 
 

COST of TOUR: £785    Deposit: £185       
Single Room: £350  
Cost includes: Luxury Coach, Ferries, 7 Nights hotel [ B & B] 
Upgrade subject to availability is £150  


